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Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by the.guard - 17 Nov 2011 15:51
_____________________________________

Ami Magazine called us and said that their back-cover, which is prime advertising area, just
opened up. They will be giving out free copies at the upcoming Agudah convention next week,
so it's a special edition. It's normally $1500, but they are willing to give it to us for $1000. They
are going to print tonight, so we only have an hour to answer them. That's 12 PM EST
Thursday, Nov 17, 2011.

We can't afford to do this without a sponsor. Does anyone here want to chip in? If we can raise
most of the money in the next hour, we'll do it.

Click here to download the flyer we want to have printed.

Post here or send an e-mail to eyes.guard@gmail.com

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by heuni memass - 17 Nov 2011 18:09
_____________________________________

Sorry - I didn't see till now. Whats the verdict?

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by the.guard - 17 Nov 2011 18:11
_____________________________________

Not sure if it's still available... still didn't collect enough... wanna chip in?

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
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Posted by heuni memass - 17 Nov 2011 20:47
_____________________________________

if still avail - ill do half.

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by the.guard - 17 Nov 2011 21:56
_____________________________________

Thanks for the offer for half ($500). I called them back and unfortunately the back cover was
sold, but they are still willing to give us a full-page color flyer in the Ami magazine for only $750
(instead of $1,500 regular price), and it is still a special edition because they are printing out an
extra few thousand for the Agudah convention. And the theme of this year's convention is about
dealing with the challenges of today's technology, so it's appropriate for us to be in this edition.

Do you want to still give $500 for that? Or half of $750?

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by heuni memass - 17 Nov 2011 23:17
_____________________________________

Ill do half of the cost. In honor of all my friends that made today ninty days of nothing inappropri

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by Kedusha - 18 Nov 2011 00:45
_____________________________________

Ashrecha, Heuni!

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
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Posted by the.guard - 18 Nov 2011 08:09
_____________________________________

Thank you everyone!

So here's the cheshbon:

$375 from heuni memass.

$228 from someone else (who wrote me by e-mail)

$20 - gibbor

$36 - zemmy

$20- obormottel

$50 - kedusha

------------------

$729

We'll take care of the rest  ;D

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by the.guard - 19 Nov 2011 16:26
_____________________________________

heuni memass wrote on 17 Nov 2011 23:17:

Ill do half of the cost. In honor of all my friends that made today ninty days of nothing inappropri
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Ok, we paid them for it based on the pledges we got. Thank you.

You can fulfill your pledge on this page: guardyoureyes.com/live/donate

(No need to use your real name).

Or  Checks can be written out to "GYE Corp" and mailed to:

GYE Corp.

P.O. Box 32380

Pikesville, MD 21282

U.S.A

Tizke Lemiztvos!

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by heuni memass - 21 Nov 2011 16:39
_____________________________________

I think GYE should get a kickback on all the AMI Mag that will be bought by gye users that
never bought Ami in the past. After all you are advertizing for them.

========================================================================
====

Re: Urgent. Looking for Sponsors for Back Cover of Ami Mag - ONE HOUR TO GO
Posted by gibbor120 - 21 Nov 2011 16:52
_____________________________________

Funny, my wife said we should get AMI to see the ad 

.

========================================================================
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